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Abstract 

 

 English writing is an important part of second language learners at school, work, and in 

learners own lives. In teaching writing, the instructors needs a few things, like an 

Association, to create and construct thoughts, contentions and data ( Ahlsen & 

Lundh,2017).Teacher should foster the elements of  techniques before teaching. However,  

Maximum Bangladeshi students have great fear in writing English in their own words and 

face many difficulties. Students have this fear because of – lack of vocabulary, lack of 

concentration, inadequate knowledge on grammar, sentence construction etc. The students of 

secondary level education in Bangladesh are accustomed to memorizing the paragraph and 

write the memorized paragraph on exam script for lake of creativity or free handwriting 

which implies that students are not ready to think on their own and create something new 

(Hasan,2014). This study aims to explore how teachers can improve learners' writing skills by 

following  strategies at the secondary level education of Bangladesh. I applied a qualitative 

study for my research work. At first I decided on research questions. Based on research 

questions, I interviewed 7 participants, 5 of them are teachers and 2 of them are students. 

According to the findings,  inadequate knowledge on grammar, vocabulary, sentence 

constitution, lack of competence in English, lack of trained teacher,  which needs to be 

addressed and strategies proposed to improve writing skills are :regular feedback,  working in 

group or peer, the importance of creative writing, drafting, editing,error correction,  co-

operative Learning, practicing writing,  role play, story writing, game based learning, proper 

guidelines, motivation.  This study will help  teachers and  students relate to secondary 

education to develop their writing skills of students.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction: 

Writing is a powerful medium that allows people to express  their thoughts in writing.Writing 

can improve one‟s ability to learn, their way of thinking, build concepts and ideas, and helps 

to discover connections between abstract and personal experiences. The purpose of this study 

is thus to focus on what strategies there are that teachers are using to improve learners' 

writing skills, what challenges learners face during writing   as well as how and whether 

students are progressing using those strategies. For instance, teachers have to pay attention to 

the development of these skills by providing open/close-ended questions, assignments, 

presentations, critical thinking questions, debate practices, and writing practices among 

students (Chittooran, 2015). It is also observed that when a teacher applies  different types of 

fun activities, games and small group competition  in writing classes, students become 

motivated to participate in the lessons and write something, thereby strengthening their 

writing and grammar. Teachers need to provide feedback on spelling, incorrect sentence, 

grammatical mistakes, sentence construction and give comments on the scripts so that 

learners can identify their level among all of the students (Sikder, 2013). Thus, teachers 

should apply collaborative activities in writing class that helps learners  promote their higher 

level of thinking that helps them to gain knowledge (Jaques, 2000).Moreover, to develop 

writing skills, our secondary curriculum adopted the Communicative Language  Teaching 

(CLT) approach for teaching English, which will enable students to communicate 

appropriately in a real-life situation (Sultana &Ahsan, 2013).Teachers are supposed to teach 

writing skills of the English language through songs, role-plays ,games, stories, pictures and 

several interactive activities by ensuring students' active participation in individual work, 
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group work and pair work ( Hossain, 2015). Students of secondary education in Bangladesh 

write the memorized paragraph on exam script due to their inadequate knowledge on 

grammar, vocabulary  lake of creative writing,  which implies that they  are not ready to think 

on their own. In addition, most of the teachers implement Grammar  Translation Method 

(GTM), they do not have  perceivable information or thought regarding CLT (Garham,2017). 

1.2 Factors Impacting on writing skills : 

There are a number of factors that contribute to  detecting  performance of students in their 

writing. The writing exercises most normally allocated  to learners included next to no 

extended composition, as learners were only asked to compose a text that was a passage or 

paragraph (Gilbert, 2010).The reason for students' not being ready for writing also includes 

inadequate  guidance from teachers. However, these factors mentioned above impacted  

students' writing ability negatively. 

1.3 Statement of the problem : 

Kannan (2009:2) States that, “ Even though students are studying English, they are not able 

to produce even a single sentence without any grammatical error in English”. For instance, it 

is proved that there is a need for trained teachers to improve their strategies, attitude and try 

out new strategies. The process of writing how to write well necessities that they get 

sufficient practice and guidelines of writing. The classroom should be a place where students 

should be taught to write in a fun way so that they can have real life experience while 

learning to write in a new language ( Sherin,2016).The study attempts to fill the gap in 

knowledge by highlighting the ways that teachers need to address about why learners have 

great  fear to write any thing in their own words and why they face many challenges to write 

English.  From these problem, teachers need to apply different strategies. However, “students 

need to be aware that good writing is not just grammatically accurate and that the other 
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factors such as organization, coherence, and the use of cohesive devices are essential 

elements of good writing” ( Leki,2001,p.290). 

 

Research questions: 

 

1.What strategies do teachers apply in the class to improve learners writing skills?  

2.What challenges do the students face during English writing?  

3.What support do the learners need in tackling the challenges that they faced? 

 

 

1.4 Significance of the study: 

This research has been conducted to explore how teachers can enhance learners‟ writing 

skills by implementing new strategies. Also, I could not any study on this research topic.Also, 

this study will address  why students face challenges during English writing. Observations 

show that teachers can promote learners' writing skills through fun activities, games, group 

competition, motivation, guidelines, role play, group work, feedback and error correction, 

writing practice. When students are given a topic to write, they have to transfer their ideas, 

gather information, and they have to analyse the information, making them reflect on the task 

and draw conclusions independently. For promoting brainstorming /mind mapping  teachers 

can use open/close-ended questions which can get students to think deeply (Hamid, 2006).  

Also, the teacher should apply group /peer work which helps learners to become self-directed 

and good writers (Holliday, 2011). Moreover, as for this study the selected level is secondary, 
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it will help to address the needs of both teachers and students and work accordingly.. Most of 

the students are not proficient writers,  also they could  not generate ideas from their own. 

Therefore, this result will be useful for future researchers and practitioners to get an idea of 

the methodological scenario of the secondary level students of Bangladesh. 

 

1.5 Objectives of the study:  

The study was conducted to find out how to promote writing skills by implementing new 

strategies at the secondary education of Bangladesh. Also, the researcher tried to evaluate 

what difficulties students face and why they have  fear of  writing in  English.  

 

 

1.6 Limitations of the study: 

During the time of data collection, there was a global pandemic that affected the country 

where the research was being carried out. The nature of this study is qualitative throughout 

the paper and any sort of quantitative method is not applied at all.  The interviews were thus 

taken not in person, over the phone.  According to Creswell (2013) the ontological 

assumption deals with the reality of the study and in this study the ontological assumption 

suggests multiple realities based on different individual perspectives .In this stages, opinions 

are collected from different people. Moreover, due to the time limitation it was not possible 

for me to go to the target field to collect data. However, the small samples taken from the 8 

secondary schools were analysed in detail to present, as best as possible, the teaching 

strategies in action in a few secondary government schools in Dhaka. Before conducting the 

interview, steps were taken to ensure that the participants were not uneasy while providing 
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answers during the interview period. At the beginning of the interview sessions, all the 

interview questions were explained so that they would be understood clearly. The 

participants' answers very noted down meticulously.  

 

 

Conclusion: 

This chapter looked at how teachers can improve learners‟ writing skills by implementing 

new strategies. Most of the students face difficulties in generating ideas using their own 

words. To develop writing skills, teachers implement these strategies according to the 

learners' needs. Prior research was also touched upon. This research shed light on why 

learners are not able to write essays, paragraphs, and construct stories from their own 

thoughts. This chapter also discussed the significance of the study, objective of the study as 

well as the limitations of the study.  
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Chapter 2: Literature review 

2.1 Review of Relevant Literature and Research  

This study focuses on finding out different techniques of teaching writing to secondary level 

students. As a result, this chapter confers different related studies and theories related to 

teaching writing skills among the secondary level students . Moreover, this chapter will shed 

some light on the research gap prevailing in the existing literature regarding techniques and 

difficulties of teaching writing to the secondary level students.  This section is also designed 

to understand the basic concept of writing which is prevailing across the world.  

 

2.2 . Process Approach : 

Previously teaching writing was viewed as a linear process by language instructors. In 

another study, Paltridge et al. (2009) pointed out four distinctive sub-processes of teaching 

writing skills. It begins with conceptualization, known as the conceptualization stage, where 

writers choose concepts related to their writing to use in their writing (2009).For example: 

while writing an essay, writers think that there would be an introductory paragraph, a body 15 

paragraph and a concluding paragraph. Moving on to the second sub-process, which is 

formulating or mapping out (2009). In this stage, writers put their ideas into sentences which 

gives their thought process a structured formation. The third sub-process is modifying or 

revising the writing where writers find aspects to change, rewrite and develop. Modification 

can be done based on grammar, vocabulary, content and idea. Lastly, the fourth sub-process 

is reading the final version and gathering knowledge for other writing topics (2009). On the 

other hand, another study stated that this linear process of writing makes the writing process 

oversimplified and under conceptualized, and if writing were so easy, then teachers and 

students would have to be worried about teaching or learning writing in English (Flower & 
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Hayes, 1981; Graves, 1983). The researchers also added that oversimplification might not be 

appropriate in different contexts as it limits the thought process of the writers, whereas 

writers are supposed to have the freedom of self-discovery through their writing (1971). 

 As the linear process of teaching writing has different arguments, more recently, some 

scholars suggested that the process of writing is recursive and non-linear (Harmer, 2007). 

One study by Clark and Ivanič (1991) suggested that it does not matter if the writer is an 

experienced one or a beginner. They have to go through several stages of writing, which 

might not follow any specific order. In addition,  Hermer stated about four stages of writing: 

planning, drafting, editing, and final version (2007). These stages can come one after another, 

or the writer can go back and forth anytime he wants. For example, while at the editing stage, 

the writer might feel a gap in the planning stage that needed to be fixed for further progress, 

so the writer would go back to the prewriting stage to think differently (2007). Thus based on 

the context or the necessity, the concept of teaching writing may vary. 

 2.3 Approaches to Teaching  Writing   

 Over the last few decades, there have been changes in perspective on ways to show scholarly 

composition (Paltridge et al., 2009; Pennington, 2013). A couple of writing approaches for 

teaching writing to the students are- product, process and genre approaches (Hasan & 

Moniruzzaman, 2014). If we inspect closely, in the mid-1940 to 1950, writing was taught in a 

controlled manner where the teachers were the main focus in the class (Silva, 1990). The 

main focus was on the correction of the product written by the students, and the base of this 

notion was the behaviorist view where teachers thought that constant repetition and imitation 

would direct the students towards good habit formation of using correct grammar (1990). As 

a result, students were compelled to have less exposure to writing samples and more exposure 

to grammar rules (1990). For example- A teacher will write a sample sentence, and students 
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will write some sentences following the same grammatical  pattern. As the main focus of the 

product approach was a rhetorical way of writing, it failed to conjugate the fundamental 

process used during the production (Pennington, 2013). Consequently, in 1980 researchers 

proposed the process approach. At the very early stage of the process approach, researcher 

Murray (1972) declared that to write well, the teachers need to make the students go through 

the process of writing because, according to researcher Nunan (1991), writing can not be to 

the point and certainly not when you try only once. In another study researchers, Sandmel 

and Graham (2011) stated that during writing, if the background knowledge or the schema is 

enabled from the pupils‟ end, then the end result can be revolutionary. Also, teachers who 

taught English writing came to realise that it is not only about the grammatical accuracy of 

the writing but also about the process or the function of writing. Subsequently, with the 

product approach, teachers began to focus on the process of writing and from sentence-level 

accuracy to discourse-level accuracy (1990). 

 Thus eventually, the process approach gained its popularity while teaching writing in 

English. One study reflected that writing is a process of interacting with others wherein a 

writer sends and communicates thoughts and, furthermore, data through composed structures 

(Hidayati, 2018). Firstly, a prominent way to deal with instructing writing that is yet 

prevailing today in some instructive settings is the product approach (Tompkins, 2010), 

where the notion was to reduce the traditional formal aspect of teaching-learning and 

focusing on the end result. However, by the 1990s, a sudden societal and demographic 

change occurred in the education sector in different countries. As a result, the criticism of the 

process approach began to rise. However, the criticism started from the perspective of 

classroom implementation based on culture, social and language diversity. Therefore, the 

traditional process approach could not support the new changes in writing techniques brought 

by the new era. Hyland also stated that the plagiarism issues made the educational world 
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more concerned (2007). Besides that, teachers were confused about the steps in each type of 

writing (Horowitz, 1986). Though the process approach was suitable in some ways where 

students have more time and freedom of choice, there is time limitation and choice 

constraints in the examination where the process approach did not serve the purpose (Raimes, 

1991). In the year 2000, the genre approach was introduced in the “post-process” era 

(Atkinson, 2003). After achieving mastery over the product and process approaches of 

writing, the next concern of the writing instructors was to introduce the students to different 

genres (Hyon, 1996) because students needed to achieve mastery based on different genres of 

writing such as descriptive, expository, persuasive, narrative, technical and poetic. Writing 

techniques are fundamental in each composing exercise. Hence, writing approaches are 

imperative to meet the objectives of the composition. Furthermore, implying various kinds of 

techniques empowers learners presented with different sorts of strategies. This empowerment 

will offer students the freedom to distinguish and utilise classes context methodology in 

future composing depending on their composing reason. Learners who know about the 

methodologies produce a quality piece of writing (Selvaraj & Aziz, 2019). Thus a proper 

contextual writing approach would help students to be confident regarding their writing 

skills. 

 

 

 

2.4 Effective techniques of teaching : 

   At present, teaching strategies have been spread all over the world which is easy and useful both for 

learners and teachers. When educators teach English especially writing skills, they attempt to use 

different kinds of strategies. Murugesan States that, there are several strategies for teaching writing, 
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but most of the time teachers mainly use brainstorming, mind map, note- making, group work, picture, 

editing, sentence writing, planning, organizing. The main motive of using these strategies is to inspire 

and make students easily perceive the material. These activities help to develop writing skills as well 

as  knowledge of materials. As Rao P.S.(2019)says that “The teachers should understand the level of 

the students and try to adopt relevant teaching  strategies, methods and approaches  for developing 

learners writing skills that are more suitable for them as well as they should create interest among the 

learners”. 

 

 

2.5. Brainstorming :  

Brainstorming is a process of generating multiple ideas also  it is an  momentous procedure in 

building up students thoughts before they really  start their writing task (Hamer,2019).One of the most 

important features of brainstorming is that help students cohesive, build relationships with each other 

and evaluate their opinions of others.Also, it  can be used at any grade of education and under any 

situation (Gorjian &Namani,2018).  Another scholar States that, Brainstorming actually involve 

students in higher- level thinking which utilizing their earlier information in their writing activities 

and identify abilities and information they have and what they have to know (Alkhatib,2012).Indeed , 

“ these brainstorming procedure is very useful for the learners to develop their writing skills as there 

is no hard and fast rule to supply a specific sentence. So, the learners will get an opportunity for their 

ideas freely, frankly,and independently in the form of writing in the classroom.Also,they can write 

any sentence weather it is appropriate to the topic or not ,they feel free to do it in a learners – friendly 

atmosphere” (Namani,2012,p.201). 
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Moreover, there are several features of brainstorming(Behjat, 2015) .such as: 

  *Help participants explore preexisting knowledge and build on what they know. 

*promote peer learning and generate ideas. 

* promote critical thinking  

 

*helps learners to produce more and more sentences related to the topic given to them. 

* This will Help to stimulate students to write through generating  ideas, producing words, 

phrases ideas, unlocking, creating and providing vocabulary as quickly as possible. Also, help 

them to develop their abilities and write on their own. 

There are a number of guidelines that should be considered throughout the brainstorming 

procedures such as students should not build up on other suggested ideas and ideas won't be 

criticised. Another important side is that learners  need not to be worried about writing and 

they can simply expose their ideas,thoughts to all that comes into their brain( Behjat, 

Hashempour & Rostampour,2015). 

 

2.6  Mind Mapping : 

Mind mapping is one of the inventive teaching techniques which put information into the brain and 

take information out of the brain (Tony Buzan,2010).However, “ Mind mapping helps the students to 

organize and structure their thoughts for further understanding the information and discover new 

relationships, also help for better learning and compelling accomplishment”( Bukhari, 

2016,p.203).Also, teachers can use these techniques in writing classes so that learners can improve 

their aptitude as well as make them interested in writing English ( Rohayati,2014).Therefore, mind 
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mapping is a visual thinking tool which prominently demonstrates the relationship between concepts 

and ideas as well as helping learners to better analyse, comprehend, synthesize, recall, structuring 

information and  generate ideas (Rahman,2019). 

2.7 .Drafting : 

In this stage teachers can assist the learners to generate their ideas. This strategy is  done in the class 

frequently in pairs or groups  where learners can be asked to develop their ideas into short sentence or 

notes. Moreover, learners  should focus on getting ideas down on paper without worrying about 

spelling and grammar so that they can judge the quality and usefulness of ideas.  At the last stage they 

can develop their ideas and thoughts,after that learners can write a final draft. 

2.8 .Revising :   

After making the first draft of an essay or paragraph students may check their copies which 

helps them to replace the dead words. By this strategy  in the writing class students can 

gained some perspective. On the other hand, they can share their mistakes with their friends 

what they have written in their script. They can replace the word if they want. By this 

strategy students can negotiate with their friends about their mistakes, as the teachers again 

guides and facilities ( Johns,2011). Teachers may make an effort  to publish the students' 

work which helps them to become a good writer.  

2.9  Error correction:  

Feedback plays a significant role in teaching and it should be applied not only at the end of 

the class, but also at the start (Keller, 2011). It helps students improve their performance in 

academics as well as helping them clear their concepts (Penny Ur, 2002). During feedback, 

teachers usually focus on grammar, spelling, vocabulary, and sentence making. Students thus 
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need to focus on grammatical rules, spelling, and vocabulary to write correctly (Agbayahous, 

2016). According to Harner, teachers should correct errors in the specific parts of the writing 

such as vocabulary, grammar, punctuation, phrase and idioms, and organization of words 

(2019). Constructive feedback helps learners better figure out how to write, how to generate 

their ideas, and even increase their interest in writing (Hyand, 2006). Unfortunately, 

sometimes teachers carry out excessive corrections, and because of that, students become 

demotivated. With proper feedback, however, learning becomes a lot more effective. 

Students can revisit their work whenever and wherever necessary (David, 2010). Thus, 

proper feedback transforms students into self-aware learners, while also helping build 

supportive classroom environment (Sikder, 2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

2.10. Group work : 

Most of the Teachers basically use this technique to regulate and correct students writing at  

all levels of education and this based on assignments, presentation, discussions, and group 

study (Wright & Bailey, 2004).Teachers ask students to work in group.Working in a group or 

pair increases communication between students, thereby enriching their communication 

skills, vocabulary skills and many who remain quiet get an opportunity to speak up.Also, this 

group work technique help learners to exchange of ideas among them for the purpose of 

expanding students thinking, learning, understanding and problem solving. Then,they 
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communicate with others they share their knowledge, feedback, guidelines, and give/receive 

support about success and failure (Kundo & Tutto, 2001).At the last, “learners look on  all the 

members work and finally they discuss what they understand and write the observation result 

into descriptive text” (Murugesan,2019,p.123). 

2.11  Challenges of learning writing skills :  

 In Bangladesh, where English is used as a second language, students face different 

challenges in learning English writing. Students hesitate when they write reports, dialogues, 

letters, compositions, paragraphs since they struggle to track down the right words, battle 

with the grammar structures, or may discover the accentuation troublesome (Suvin, 2020). 33 

Rahman and Sharkar (2019) stated another problem is that learners get an opportunity a few 

times per week with the expectation of creative composing exercises, for example, 

paragraphs, story writing, dialogues on familiar topics referred to in the prospectus. Another 

difficulty the students face is that the focus is mostly on reading, not writing (2019). Rahman 

et al. (2011) expressed that the pictures and posters the teachers use in the class for 

demonstration are not up to the mark and are unsatisfactory. Most of the students of 

Government Schools belong to underprivileged and illiterate backgrounds. Therefore, 

learners‟ insufficient knowledge in English and inadequate English interaction surroundings 

creates an obstacle in English classes (Ehsan & Aziz, 2014). Moreover, students‟ families are 

unable to provide the required resources; consequently, students have to suffer (Babu et al., 

2013). These are some challenges students face while learning to write in the context of 

Bangladesh 

 

2.12 .Challenges of teaching writing skills :  
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Developing composition expertise is a difficult job in the case of secondary level students ( 

Suvin,2020). One study showed that teachers are not making lesson plan according to 

learners needs and based on the level of their students, as a result they face challenges to 

teach writing English in the class. (Kabir,  2015). Moreover,  when teachers apply group or 

pair work sometimes it is very noisy and teachers feel worried that they might loss control 

over class. ( Harmer, 2007, p.501). For instance, because of time limitation they could not 

check all the students written script. Nowadays, teachers faced problem in motivating the 

students because of their naughtiness ( Asep,2014). Lack of parents' support will make the 

teachers having a hard time to teach writing. On the other hand,  lack of professional 

experience is another problem faced by teachers which will lead to stress and tension to teach 

writing at the Secondary level students ( Hasan,2015). This are challenges teachers face while 

teaching writing in the context of Bangladesh.  

 

 Conclusion: 

The issues discussed in this chapter provide the basis for the interview questions for the 

teachers. The questions will be used to evaluate the current teaching strategies in the 

secondary schools in Dhaka. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

 

3.1 Introduction: 

This chapter helps to understand different and multiple perspectives of the worldview of 

different people. Also, each interpretation has a different meaning, which reflects individual 

experience. For example, I taken interviewed multiple English teachers. They gave opinions.  

I did analyze the data from an objective point of view. Therefore, the meaning is formed 

through the interaction. 

Research design :  

This study is conducted based on previous literature multiple case studies and journals which 

can answer my research questions. Multiple points of views were taken into consideration to 

from an assumption that learners can improve writing ability through different types of 

strategies, also they can remove their writing  obstacles with the help of teachers guidance, 

feedback, and motivation.     

 

3.2 Method of data collection: 

“A structured interview is a data collection method that depends on asking questions in a set 

order to collect data on a topic” (Kothari, 1989, p.188). 

According to Kothari (1989), the major advantages of the interview method are as follows:  

The interview can delve deep into the topic and more information can be acquired. The 

interviewer can use his/her skills to overcome resistance or reluctance from the interviewee. 

If necessary, the questions can also be restructured or rephrased. It is also much easier, 
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simple, and cost effective than other processes of communication. Moreover, additional 

information about respondents‟ personal information and environment can be collected. 

Should it be required, the process can also help the researcher collect fresh, new, and primary 

information. Generally, the interviewer can select suitable candidates for a particular 

question, which is impossible in other techniques. The speech of the interview can be adopted 

according to the needs or educational level of the interviewee. This will help the researcher to 

identify any misconceptions and errors. Seliger and Shohamy (1989, p.166-167) state that 

interviewing allows for “a level of in-depth information gathering, free, responses, and 

flexibility that cannot be obtained by other procedures”.  

 

3.3 Description of the interview for teachers: 

All of the questions asked in the interview are according to research queries, with there being 

6 open-ended questions. The areas that the questions target are as follows: 

1. Creative writing and intertextuality  

2. Feed back and group work  

3.Writing practices  

4. Difficulties faced in English writing class 

This section “ creative writing and intertextuality ” generates the first question. In this 

section, the interviewees discuss the topic of “strategies for teaching English writing ”. The 

teachers are asked about different factors that may affect method suitability.  

1.  creative writing and intertextuality:   Students are given a topic to generate their ideas 

also given them a chance to brainstorming, mind mapping, drafting, revising. Also, give them 
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a chance to read the text before writing because reading and writing both are compliments 

each other. 

2. Group work : Group gives a communicative situation where learners can converse  with 

their fellow mates, also motivate learners to participate in the class. Students get the 

opportunity to participate themselves without the interference of teachers about the mistakes 

they would encounter.  

    Feedback : Feedback works as motivation to learn something new.By providing feedback 

learners can communicate better with their teachers.Proper feedback helps learners to 

improve vocabulary ,grammar,and language very smooth and fast.The question observed is 

whether teachers evaluate their students on their writing tasks. Students are given an 

assignment to submit, and after submission feedback is given. 

 

 3.  writing practice: The question asked is whether critical thinking is developed due to 

writing more, focusing on structure, phrases, vocabulary, while reading and then applying it 

in their respective writing.  

4..  “Peer editing”. The question to be answered is whether the teacher applies peer editing. 

With peer editing, students can identify each other‟s level of skill and can learn something 

new. In addition, they can rectify each other‟s mistakes.  

5. Difficulties faced in English writing classes :  Here, students face many difficulties to 

write paragraph, essay because inadequate knowledge on grammar, structure, vocabulary, 

spelling, lack of untrained teachers, lack of students Commitments, lack of motivation are 

very common phenomenon. Sometime they do not understand what teachers are teaching. To 

overcome these challenges teachers need to provide guidance, feedback, classroom facilities, 

arranging competition, different fun activities which helps them to improve writing skills.  
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3.4 Validity and Reliability: 

Validity and reliability are used to assess the quality of research, for making research design, 

method planning, and writing up the result; they point towards good research, techniques, and 

how well a test measures something. Reliability presents the “extent to which data collection 

procedure elicits accurate data” (Seliger and Shohamy, 1989, p.184).  It is about the 

consistency of a measured value. Validity is about the accuracy of a measure and is used to 

evaluate the quality of research. It is the extent to which the data collection procedure 

measures what it intends to measure (Seliger and Shohamy, 1989, p.188). A pilot study, 

before the actual research is administered so that the necessary changes can be made if 

needed. 

1. Objectives of the study  

2. Theoretical discussion of the methods 

3. Pilot study  

4. Consultation with the supervisor of the research.  

 

3.5 Universe of the study:  

The topic of the study requires that the researcher collect data from various government 

secondary schools in Dhaka city to maintain the validity and reliability of the data. This kind 

of large-scale survey would have involved a lot of money and time not attainable for a post-

graduate study. Because of time constraints and cost, these schools have been chosen.  
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3.6 Sampling for the study: 

To collect the data, the researcher set a sample unit. Eight secondary schools of Dhaka city 

were chosen for the interview, with eight subjects respectively. Samples selected for the 

survey are shown in the following table:  

Type Number  

Teachers‟ interview 5 

Students‟ interview 2 

                                                    Detailed sampling plan 

Institution Teachers No Students no  

School 1 1 1 

School 2 1 1 

School 3 1  

School 4 1  

School 5 1  

 

 

3.7 Administering the teachers' interview: 

Before administering the main interview, the researcher provides a pilot study so that she can 

rectify the problems with the questions. Alshenqeeti (2014) points out that some strategies of 

maintaining the validity and reliability of an interview are steps such as conducting pilot 

interviews, avoiding leading questions, taking notes, and asking the interviewee to summarize 

 

GHMJ 
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the conversation or clarify certain points (p.44). Because of the pandemic, data was collected 

through phone calls. In the final interview, it was very important for the researcher to keep 

the interviewer's motivation level high. The interview sessions were completed within two 

weeks. At the beginning of the sessions, respective confidentiality was agreed upon, so that 

those unwilling to share details would have their speech kept secret and only applicable for 

the study. All the participants are English writing teachers. 

 

3.8 Process of data analysis:  

The data collected from the interview was analysed based on the five steps suggested by 

Taylor-Powell and Renner (2003) in their article “Analysing Qualitative data”. In the first 

step titled „Getting to know the data‟, the researcher “read and re-read” (p. 2) and listened to 

the data several times. This was followed by the step titled „Focusing on the analysis‟ where 

the researcher reviewed "the purpose of the evaluation”. This focus was done based on the 

statement “how all individuals [...] responded to each question or topic” (p. 2). For the third 

step titled „Categorizing the data‟, the researcher first identified themes or patterns and 

secondly, organized them into coherent categories. This part, according to Taylor-Powell and 

Renner, is the “crux of qualitative analysis” (2003, p. 2). The researcher first identifies 

themes and then elicits emergent-categories from the data. For step four titled „Identifying 

patterns and connections within and between categories‟, the researcher summarized “the 

information pertaining to one theme”. In the fifth and final step titled „Interpretation- bringing 

all together‟, the researcher “used themes and connections" to interpret the findings, 

developing a “list of key points and important findings” (p. 3). She used “quotes and 

examples” to illustrate the points and “bring the data to life” (p. 3). 
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Ethical consideration: 

All the ethical considerations before conducting the study are taken into account. Before 

taking the interviews, consent forms were sent to all the participants and they signed those 

forms after reading. Also, while recording their conversation the participants were aware  and 

I promised them to keep their identity confidential.  

3.10 Conclusion:   The results found from the interview have been analysed and presented in 

detail in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Findings and Analysis 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Writing is considered to be the most useful skill in assessing student performance and 

achievement in all levels of education. In this case, if we want to improve this skill, we first 

have to know what types of strategies are most suitable for the students; teachers have to be 

able to guide them to improve their writing skills. The main objectives of this study were to 

explore how teachers can improve these skills by following new strategies at the secondary 

education level of Bangladesh. This chapter will present the findings of the study based on 

research questions. 

 

4.2 Analysis: 

The analysis is broken down in the following format: 

 

● Question asked 

● Theme explored 

● Emergent Codes 

● Findings 
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Q1: What kind of strategies do you follow for learners to improve their writing skills?  

 

Theme: strategies for teaching English writing  

Emergent codes: 

1. Creative writing and intertextuality 

2. Quick writing  practices and  role play 

3. Group discussion /co- operative learning 

4 .Feedback and revising 

 

1. Creative writing and intertextuality 

As some of the teachers teach English writing classes they prefer some teaching strategies to 

develop learners writing skills. According to the teacher 1 and student 6 says that creative 

writing seems to be the effective strategy that the teacher are using. Students are also feeling 

good when teacher use this strategy. 

 

T1: I try to communicate all students as much as I can. Then,  I apply different 

types of strategies for the objective of improvement. When I teach them paragraph or 

essay writing, first of all I give them different topics to choose from. Then I give them the 

chance to brainstorm, plan out mind maps, and draft. Also, I give them the chance to read 

because they can’t write if they can’t read. I think that helps learners to generate their 

ideas, while also helping them improve vocabulary and grammatical knowledge. Students 

are given problem-solving tasks, open/close ended questions, assignments, and even 
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debate practice so that they can write creatively    and come up with solutions. After 

finishing their drafts, I provide feedback. 

 

S6 : First  of all teacher  gave us a topic to write a story . Then we gather 

information from different sources. Through this process we can strengthen vocabulary, 

learn phrases and idioms.  In the second step we analyse the information. Finally, we 

generate ideas and express our thoughts, all of which helps us to develop creative writing. I 

think that creative writing is the best way to develop our writing skills. 

 

This point narrated by the participants is in line with what Yan states i.e., emphasis should be 

placed on creative writing, assessment, and feedback (2015). In 1999 Browne said that 

brainstorming for idea generation gives support for learners when they are thinking about 

what to include in writing. In addition, it allows students to think about the content and on top 

of that, enables them to improve their thought processes from prior writing drafts to writing 

new versions. Most of them suggest that for promoting  writing  skills teachers can use 

problem-solving tasks, open/close questions, writing practice, and critical thinking questions 

among students. Teachers can also give the students a specific task to generate their ideas and 

go forth to accomplish their tasks. Teachers encourages them to read the text before writing 

because both are compliment each others. Without  reading they can not write. Students feel 

happy when they can write by generating ideas. In (2003) Chokwe says that, writing can not 

be discussed in isolation from reading (p.123). 

. 
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2 Quick writing   practices and  role play: 

One of the teacher suggested that learners needs to exposed to as much writing as possible 

including essay, paragraph ,letter ,application. For example the teacher says that,  

 

T3 : Most of the time I apply quick writing strategy. Students are given a topic  with a time limit, 

usually 10-15 minutes, and instruct them not to erase or cross out text, to keep writing without 

stopping .I think that from their piece of quick writing, they can identify key ideas or interesting 

thoughts by underlining them. When, I wanted to Teach them dialogue I give them the scenario and 

then they do role playing here in the class after that I make them to write the same things what I 

asked them to do. 

According to teachers' perspectives, writing practice encourage learners to participate, 

develop their vocabulary, grammatical skills and of course, generate their ideas. The 

participant also indicates that students need to read each other‟s work/exchange for criticism 

and improvement. According to Steele (2004), teachers have to read the drafts and correct 

mistakes. The works will improve and at the end of the day, the students they will be better 

writers. This is compatible with the findings of the study conducted by Wallace (2004, p. 

234) which states that learners can “benefit from practice at writing about the result of their 

research as well as expressing their feelings and experiences”. For example, it is suggested 

that lots of practice is required in using writing to generate ideas, develop their rank, 

deliberate about problems and paradoxes, make arguments and think new thoughts about the 

world .According to Brown (1999) , by role play activities students get the opportunity to rehearse 

o r a l l y  w h a t  t h e y  a r e  g o i n g  t o  w r i t e . 
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 3 Group discussion /co- operative learning:  

All the participants agreed that we can improve our learners writing skills to read and write 

when we teach them explicitly how to communicate with other and support one another.  

T 2 :I ask the learners to write the tentative points and think over them and write. Alternatively, I 

often ask the learners to read some paragraphs/essays and reproduce them in their own language to 

be corrected/edited by me. Some of the time in class I try to keep different types of games like ice 

breaking games, Small Group competition, group discussion which helps students learn to think from 

the point of view of a subject discussion by giving them the practice of thinking.  

 

T4: Regularly, I assign brief topic-based tasks in my writing classes. For the large classes, I 

make groups of 4/5 students and I check one task from each group. The choice of one from 

each group varies from day to day. Sometimes I ask group members to analyse and check 

each other’s write ups. Finally, I recheck their writing.  

 

In addition to the above views T6 and T4 suggested about the concept of group 

discussion/co-operative learning . He indicates that given the opportunity, he wants learners 

to engage in group work. It helps them to interact with and support one another. This view is 

compatible with the findings of the study conducted by Lantolf (2000, p. 213), which argue 

that learning is extended into the “zone of proximal development through collaborative 

construction of opportunities and active participants”. 
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4 Feedback and revising : 

It emerged from the interviews that feedback and revising helps learners to increase their 

interaction, build a sense of class community, confidence, motivation, enhance critical 

thinking, all the while improving the level of their writing. In this way, they get the 

opportunity to share their ideas and provide/receive constructive feedback.  

T 7 : I always try to provide instant feedback, so that they can rectify their mistakes, for instance 

I focus on grammar, vocabulary, spelling. They are effective but differs for different students. Though 

they can't fix all the errors but that is OK for  their level. I believe they will learn gradually by 

practicing. Some weak students take more time to fix their errors but I keep correcting. Sometimes, I 

apply peer feedback to rectify learners mistakes. It's very effective writing strategy I think because 

most of the students feel hesitated with engage me.  

 

Student 5 :Brainstorming for ideas and providing interactive tasks to initiate writing. I think that 

creative writing refers to inventive tasks like essay writing , paragraph writing, which sponsors 

effective writing through self-discovery. So, most of the time teachers  provide us different writing 

tasks. Also, they  encouraged us to read the task otherwise without reading we could  not write. Then, 

we utilize our earlier knowledge  in the  Writing activities and distinguish  writing  abilities, 

information  what we have to know. We   make a final draft from our own words.  Then we read what 

we have written again. We replace the dead words or unclear words and evaluate our works with 

fellow mates. Then   teachers provide feedback  on grammar, punctuation, spelling and motivate us to 

become a best writers. 

Most of the teachers firmly believe that feedback is an integral part of language teaching. If 

the teacher does not correct error or provide feedback on time, then those incorrect processes 

might get fossilized. Constructive feedback helps learners to gradually get to know the 

difference between what is correct and incorrect in the writing process. It is the teacher‟s job 

is to create an amenable atmosphere where their students can participate freely and 
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comfortably. Only then can learners show more interest in write. In the writing process, 

different types of errors can be made, so the teacher has to provide feedback very carefully 

and in a manner that does not discourage the students. Proper feedback helps learners to 

improve vocabulary, grammar, and language very smooth and fast. As stated prior, the 

teacher has to keep in mind that feedback should be done in a way that will encourage or 

motivate the learners. . This helps refine the learning and teaching process, so things are 

easier for both teachers and learners. In a 1995 journal, Walter states that if the students “are 

going to become more accurate they must learn to monitor themselves".Revising is also 

important as like as feedback .After making final draft they check their written  script and 

discuss with their friends which helps them to identify their mistakes ,also they replace the 

dead word . 

 

 

Q2: How confident are you that promoting writing skills can be sustained by utilizing 

these strategies?  

Theme: sustainable strategies to improve writing skills 

Emergent codes: 

1.  Help in gather information 

2. Knowing own weakness  

3. Helps to negotiate meaning with peers 

4. Help learners to correct vocabulary and writing assignment 
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1. Help in gather information: 

During the interview of the teachers they talked about different types of strategies related to 

English writing. This helped me to focus on  English writing techniques which helps students 

to enhance their writing skills.  

 

T1:I am quite assure that by using these strategies good writing Skills will be sustained. For 

instance, when I apply group or pair work activities I think that this may make the learners 

serious about the class participation, they can gather information from others  and everyone 

tried to develop writing skills as well as it allows the learners to write collaboratively by 

combining the ideas which makes their writing more effective.   I think this is more 

sustainable strategy to improve learners writing skills.  

 

STUDENT 5: I think creative writing  strategy is an instructional method that helps us  to think 

critically or generate ideas  also we can discuss our problem with each others  and what we actually 

want to know. When teacher  apply  this strategy we can learn vocabulary, grammar, spelling which 

can increase or regenerate motivation. So, I confident that these strategy is very important part of the 

writing process to improve our writing skills.  

 These strategies ensure that the minds of the learners are swift to be active, and that they 

think quickly to order to apply these thoughts in writing. The teacher should provide 

feedback on time so that they can generate their ideas for  promoting  writing skills . Also, 

teachers need to apply a variety of writing styles so that writing skills can be developed 

faster. Critical thinking or generating ideas  aims to make learners independent thinkers and 

helps them to solve many problems within the writing process. Students are grateful by using 

this strategy. 
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2 Knowing own weakness: 

This section includes different writing strategies implemented by teachers which are 

sustainable for promoting learners writing skills. Also, the participants share some issues they 

faced in the writing classes,  

 

    T 2 :I ask them submit the assignments and I mark the mistakes and discuss them while I give the 

feedback. These strategies is very effective way to correct mistakes and enable students to learn from 

their mistakes. I think by  providing feedback low proficiency learners get more opportunity to 

identify their mistakes as well as they can practice communicative  grammar activities with their 

peers. So, this is sustainable strategy to improve learners  writing skills.  

 

T4 :I ask the students to present group wise tasks and I provide peer feedback through 

screen sharing, sharing comments and corrections in the box which helps them to understand 

their mistakes. Also, I think that group work help learners cohesive, build relationship with 

each others, and evaluate the opinions of others. Also, by utilizing these strategy students get 

the opportunity for presenting new information and they are automatically motivated. So, I 

certain  that this strategies  is sustainable for promoting writing skills.  

The responses seem to suggest that feedback helps learners to increase their interaction, build 

a sense of class community, confidence, motivation, enhance critical thinking, all the while 

improving the level of their writing. In this way, they get the opportunity to share their ideas 

and provide/receive constructive feedback. Learners can get feedback from several audiences, 

which increases the chances of learning something new. By providing feedback they can 

rectify their mistakes whatever they had written in their  exam script. This strategy is a 

sustainable to improve their writing skills. 
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3 Helps to negotiate meaning with peers : 

Peer work and revising both are equally important for teaching English writing. This implies 

that feedback helps students to avoid future mistakes also helps them to co-operate their 

lacking.  

 

Student 6 :For correcting  errors I prefer to peer editing. Because of that we can assess and improve 

our writing. Peer feedback motivate us to learn something new from our  partners. Peer feedback  

helps us  to engaging in the process of sharing ours ideas and receiving as well as offerings a 

formative feedback and suggestions for promoting a piece of writing. We can communicate with each 

other effectively and accept different view while listening carefully ,thinking critically, and 

participation constructively, also makes positive attitude towards learners. So, I think  this strategy is 

good for promoting writing skills. 
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T7 : I ask them to write essay, paragraph. Then they eventually make a final draft and that 

will undergo final revision and editing. They check their papers and discuss with their 

partners. Students replace the dead words then I provide guidance and facilities. Because of 

that they can rectify their mistakes also I motivated them to become a good writer. I think that 

when I apply this strategy students can get the opportunities to evaluate their  work with their 

mates. Sometimes, they feel nervous interact with teachers.  

 

 According to the discussion above ,When teacher  apply peer feedback, he observe that 

learners are able to negotiate meaning and collaborate with each other to clarify their 

respective voice, arguments and thought processes. It helps them develop strategies for 

properly generating their thoughts. "By providing peer  feedback, learners can improve their 

writing skills as evidenced by the statistically significant differences among the participants 

in the experimental group and the control group" (Farah, 2012, p.199). Here, some teachers 

agreed with feedback, while others preferred feedback from the teachers. Both strategies are 

vital in improving writing skills. A good deal of the research reports that providing peer 

feedback helps develop meaningful communication with partners, while also maximizing the 

opportunity of forming new ideas and understanding different aspects of the writing process 

(Farah, 2012).  Peer feedback helps learners to engage with problem-solving tasks and they 

can negotiate meaning with their friends, also they develop their critical thinking as opposed 

to rote learning and memorizing 

4 Help learners to correct vocabulary and writing assignment: 

 

T3 :I think that vocabulary is an important element in secondary language acquisition . when 

learners write essay or paragraph they do not have sufficient  vocabulary knowledge .I basically 

judge them on the basis of vocabulary features .I provide feedback on the vocabulary ,spelling, 

grammar so that they can be able to write any tasks or assignments.  I am quite assure that by 

utilizing this strategy good writing skills will be sustained.  
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The responses seem to suggest that vocabulary is an important element  taught by 

implementing note taking, underlining new words, making lists, repeating the new words, and 

providing feedback on spelling,  (Letchumanan, 2017). One teacher states that when he 

provide feedback he basically judge them on the basis of vocabulary, spelling and grammar 

which helps learner to become a good writer. Also, they are able to write assignment without 

any mistakes. 

 

3 What is student's perception regarding the usefulness of these writing techniques? 

Theme : Students perception on teaching writing techniques  

Emergent code: 

1. Difficulties faced in English writing class  

2 .Students liking  about English writing techniques 

 

 Difficulties faced in English writing class : 

Students face difficulties in English writing classes when teacher implement these writing 

techniques .according to the students participants, 

       I sometimes do not understand what the teacher is saying in English writing class .I can 

scared to ask again .Also ,I make mistakes to write essay, paragraph .I do not understand the 

meaning sometimes. 

I usually follow individual tasks. Because it takes more time. I do not prefer pair work as they 

mistakes frequently but it becomes challenging to achieve accuracy because of time limitation. 
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Sometimes, I could not listen all the students properly and correct their mistakes. Then students face 

challenges by utilizing group or pair work.  

Here the participants face difficulties like making mistakes, lack of understanding, problem in 

understanding meaning .teacher should do needs analysis before implementing any writing strategies 

in the class. 

 

 Students liking  about English writing techniques 

   T1 :When I apply different types of strategies students feels confidence in working freely also 

they become motivate  to learn lessons. They like   different fun activities, games, quizzes ,pictures 

,group work  in the class. For instance, when I apply group or pair work they feel positive because 

they got an opportunity to apply their previous knowledge by sharing and exchanging their ideas 

with each others which increase their changes of writing. 

Student 5: At first ,teacher gave us  a topic to gather information ,then we  analyse information 

from text, or by questioning the context. At last, we express our critical thinking within the genre of 

writing. This strategy helps us  to generate ideas as well as improve writing skills. We  feel excited 

in using writing to generate ideas. But I do not like group work because it takes more time and we 

do not get opportunity individually. 

According to the above discussion ,it is visible that some students have positive preference 

towards learning through play, group work ,different fun activities, quizzes. On the other hand 

some students have negative preference towards group work because it wastes more time. But they 

like to write essay, paragraph ,different writing tasks with creatively and  without any mistakes. 
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4 .Why students face challenges to cope with writing skills? 

  Theme : Students face difficulties during writing 

Emergent codes : 

1. Inadequate knowledge on writing  

2. Lack of competence and learners affiance 

3. Lack of trained teacher and class limitation 

 

 Inadequate knowledge on writing : 

T1: Students  feel hesitate and face different challenges when they write reports, dialogues , 

letters, composition,  paragraphs since they struggle to track down the right words, battle with the 

grammar structure, vocabulary, spelling, or may discover the accentuation troublesome. Therefore, 

learners insufficient knowledge in English and inadequate English interaction surrounding creates an 

obstacle in English writing classes. They face challenges because of poor grammatical competence, 

generational ideas, lack of linguistic knowledge, lack of motivate. 

 

T4: Students face difficulties in English writing classes. I think that most of the learners are 

unable to use grammar, vocabulary, spelling properly. Learners do not get the proper production on 

writing skills from early stage. Inadequate development from the initial stage those are the big 

problems to cope with writing. 

According to the above discussion, learners' insufficient knowledge in English writing which 

creates an obstacle in English class. To sum up, very little attention is paid to vocabulary learning, for 

this case students face difficulties to build -up their writing tasks. In writing, grammar, vocabulary, 

spelling regulates how  a paragraph should be build -up and how the ideas can be understood. It is 
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clear that students get in trouble with inadequate  grammatical knowledge, vocabulary, spelling 

knowledge and are worried about their ability to choosing and utilizing words to write sentence. 

Students grammatical, vocabulary knowledge is not sufficient to become a good writer (Susanto, 

2018). 

 

 

 Lack of competence and learners affiance 

T2 : At first ,I want to say that English is not our mother tongue but learners interference English 

with our mother tongue. Also, they learn English  according to GTM method, lack of well – developed 

vocabulary, lack of skill  comprehend when it comes to English. Also,  I think that they do not have 

basis of English.  

T 7: When I give them to do homework, they don't do their homework. They will copy from others. 

I ask them to do group work, they enjoy it ,But they waste a lot of time on that. Also, some of them do 

not participate in their groups because of shyness. On the other hand, most of the students don't come 

in to classes so they miss out on those lessons. In this case, they face challenges to cope with writing.  

From this responses we learn that fail to do homework on the regular basis that effects  on their 

writing skills. When teacher apply group work they waste more time. On the other hand, one teacher 

States that the absenteeism of students is the big problem to cope with writing because if they miss the 

class they will not understand any thing. Another important issues that most of the learners 

interference English with our mother tongue. In ( 2006) Shin states that teachers reported feeling 

overwhelmed by the number of non- native errors in their students' writing. 
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 Lack of trained teacher and time limitation:  

In English writing classes at the secondary level has many limitation and those are time 

limitation, limitation of vocabulary, lack of trained teachers,. Our participants also 

mentioned some limitation in their class those are, 

       T3: I think  most of the teachers do not use English when teaching learners. Also, they Teach 

them according to GTM method .  In this case students memorize  grammatical structure. There are 

many teachers who are not  Qualified or trained to teach subjects that they are teaching. I realize that  

without trained teacher learners can not improve their writing skills as well as they  face challenges 

to write English. A qualified teacher play an effective role to develop writing skills .They are not 

making lesson plans based on the level of their students as their interest as they face challenges to 

teach writing. 

STUDENT 5: In the writing classes we are unable to finish our writing tasks because of time 

limitation . Also, teacher could not check our copies within a short time. Because of that many things 

remain to be learned in our studies. For this reason, We face difficulties to cope with writing. 

 

According to the above discussion, teachers do not get the time to check papers individually. 

The absence of sufficient English instructors in the schools is likewise a concerning matter 

for which educators of different subjects need to take the English classes ; however, they do 

not have top to bottom information and training in English (Milon,2016). Hasan (2004) 

claimed that teachers do not make the lesson plan and do not have proper resources for 

exposure. Also, teachers are not provide worksheet to all the students due to the lack of 

digital resources, and as a result they do not make worksheet (Ehsan,2013).One of the student 

states that because of time limitation teachers could not communicate to all students.  
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5 .How do you overcome those challenges?   

Theme :Overcoming Challenges  

Emergent codes: 

1.Organizing mixed learning techniques  

2.Utilizing group work and Writing practice  

3. Providing feedback  

 

 Organizing mixed learning techniques: 

T 1 :I try to communicate with all the students as much as I can. Also ,I suggest they Watch 

English movie, cartoons  to have exposure. I check their copies and marks on the errors on their 

final script. Sometimes, I provide different fun activities, apply open – ended and close -ended 

questions, writing practice,  ice breaking games, story writing, quizzes which helps them to 

overcome those challenges. Moreover, when I teach them essay or paragraph writing first of all 

students are given a topic, then they gather information about. Secondly they analyse it. At the last 

stage they express their thinking into written script. This strategy basically helps them to 

overcome obstacles. 

T 2: I think  co – operative/ collaborative learning is the most effective way to overcome 

obstacles. when I apply co -operative  Learning strategy students can increase communicative 

skills as well a their language proficiency. Also, students get  more opportunities to practice the 

target language. It makes them familiar to work in a multicultural environment as well as it 

encourage them to appreciate different opinions of other.Also, writing workshop is more effective  

to overcome challenges . 

According to the above discussion,  mixed learning techniques can be one of the answers of 

teaching writing skills. In addition, co -operative learning among learners may help upgrade 
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instructing writing, concentrated writing activities to distinguish learners' shortcoming which 

helps learners to improve their writing skills. One teacher States that he apply different strategies 

like games, fun activities, quizzes, group works, peer works, individual works also provided 

feedback to overcome challenges whatever students faced. It makes familiar to work in a different 

environment.  

 Utilizing group work and writing practice  

T 3: I think  group work helps in assistance to each other by sharing knowledge .students are 

more motivated to communicate ,also they got an opportunity to speak up .Sometimes learners are 

feel irritated  ,worried, anxious  about  making mistakes in front of others. By doing group work 

they can interact with others and feel relaxed. Group work activities has many benefits though 

certain challenges encounter to implement the activity successfully. On the other hand, students 

are given assignment, different writing tasks so that they can do writing practice which helps them 

to overcome challenges.  

Students 5:  I think that Peer work is the most significant way to improve our  writing skills. Teachers 

always starts the class with a vocabulary pair activities where we can  discuss our  partner in order to 

define the vocabularies. Group work makes us  familiar to work in a multicultural environment. 

Collaborative tasks or group work helps us to enhance our interpersonal relationships as well as 

makes us  confident about own writing.   I think that by following this strategy we can overcome our 

challenges . 

 According to the above discussion, group work  helps in assisting each other by sharing 

knowledge. Students are more motivated to communicate and they get opportunities to speak 

up. Sometimes learners feel irritated, worried, and anxious about making mistakes in front of 

so many people. By doing group work, they can ease into the state of cooperation due to the 

small number, and interact with others in a more relaxed manner as well as they are able to 

overcome challenges. Group in writing tasks are sometimes beneficial, but sometimes in a 

group work the effort may not be decided equally. There should be a balance of group work 
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and individual work from time to time so that all learners can benefit. To overcome 

challenges teachers need to provide different writing tasks, giving homework, arranging 

competition though group activities.  

 

 

 

 Providing feedback : 

T4 : I usually carry out the following: promote interaction among students by giving them topic to 

discuss in a group. I ask open -ended questions, I encourage them to be reflective and I give them 

topics related with real – life problems. I also introduce  writings of other critical thinkers . At 

last, I Provide feedback which makes learners aware of the mistakes that they have made. I 

believe that by providing these strategies they will be able to overcome those challenges. 

 

T 7:In order to overcome challenges I think that I have to pay more attention to teach writing 

such as giving guidelines and feedback. When they will get Proper guidelines students will be 

moving forward to produce a good piece of writing. Students are having trouble with grammar 

because of they have limited knowledge in grammar. By providing guidelines and feedback 

learners can identify their mistakes. Next time they will not do any mistakes.  

Most of the teachers argues that, when they provide feedback their comments helps learners to 

avoid future mistakes, develop their grammar and vocabulary, as well as making their ideas 

clearer and more defined. Teachers feedback makes learners aware of the mistakes that they have 

made. The above findings confirmed that teachers feedback, problem – based tasks, group /peer 

work stimulated learners to think critically and helped them to identify and produce appropriate 

concepts, judgement, arguments and evaluation of a given problem in order to identify effective 

solution.  
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6 .What your perception while you write an  essay, what was your feelings in the writing 

class? 

Theme :Students attitude towards writing  

Emergent codes: 

1. Fear of making mistakes 

2. Positive preference 

3 .Struggle to cope with writing 

 

 

 Fear of making mistakes: 

T2: My experience is that they are scared to write more. Students may be unprepared and 

reluctant because of inadequate knowledge on grammar, vocabulary, spelling, inadequate schooling 

experience which makes them fearful to make mistakes. They feel hesitate when they write essay or 

paragraph because they did  not know the basic grammar, sentence construction, topic sentence . For 

example, when a baby learning how to walk, he had to fall many times before he could walk. Learners 

also make mistakes before they could Write. In this case they should gain greater confidence in their 

emergent language skills. 

 

Lake of vocabulary knowledge makes Writing difficulties which occurs during classroom 

activities.  By having extremely restricted information in grammar, we feel nervousness to compose 

sentence with the correct language structures. 

 Positive preference: 
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T1:  I think  when learners write an essay they can generate ideas, it helps them to write well. 

Students feel delightful  because it helped them so much to write in a good way, easy way. At first, I  

teach them how to think  critically. Then they gather information and analyse it also make a final 

draft. So, it is actually exciting when they write essay without any errors.  

Leaners feel positive when they can write essay, paragraph or any writing tasks without any mistakes. 

According to the above discussion learners have positive preference towards : writing through 

Creatively. It helps students  in order to enhance the thinking power and capabilities of the students as 

well as improve vocabulary, grammatical knowledge. 

 Struggle to cope with writing: 

T4:I think grammar plays an significant  elements for effective writing skills. When I ask them essay 

writing students get in trouble with grammatical mistakes and worried about their ability in choosing 

and organizing words to produce sentences. Most of the time students use the word without 

understanding the structure of grammar.  

 

T 7:When I ask them to write essay or paragraph  they are unable to write because of poor Grammar, 

poor spelling, students readiness and lack of exposure to book and reading materials. In order to 

improve writing skills more attention should be given by a teacher to teach writing such as giving 

guidance and feedback. 

 

According to above discussion, learners face a more significant challenges while they write. This is 

because of inadequate knowledge on grammar structure, spelling, vocabulary knowledge. Most of the 

time students could not understand what teachers are saying. In (2019) Sahmadan states that, it was 

the correction of grammatical mistakes and the purpose of this feedback was to improve learners 

ability to write correctly.(p.189).  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Recommendation 

 

5.1 Introduction:  

This chapter aims to summarize the major findings, discussion and implications, 

recommendations for the teachers and students to approach writing techniques in English 

writing classes among secondary level students. This study also focus on the challenges of 

writing by students and teachers.  

 

5.2.Major findings of this study : 

The major findings of this study is teachers will provide different strategies which makes 

learners awareness of writing skills. The important strategies are :  group work / peer work, 

revising, and role play, creative writing and intertextuality, quick writing practice, teachers 

feedback which helps students to promote their writing skills. On the other hand, most of the 

teachers utilize different fun activities, quizzes, games related to improve writing skills. 

Students feel positive when teachers  use this strategy in English writing classes. But most of 

the students are face challenges to cope with writing. They are unable to produce words, 

problems in grammar, vocabulary, spellings, memorization of grammar rules, unable to relate 

to context, Sometimes they could not understand what teachers are saying. In this case, to 

overcome those challenges teachers need to provide proper feedback, guidelines, utilize co- 

operative activities, and should organize mixed learning techniques so that learners can be 

benefited. Another important aspect is to make the students connect to what they are writing 

and to do so the strategies could be telling to do group work, fun activities, connotative 

learning, games. This will help students to enhance writing ability. Also, to overcome  those 
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Challenges teachers should be giving continues writing practice, arranging competition, 

giving homework and classwork,  providing feedback and guidelines, Communicating with 

partners, giving pre- tasks activities before writing, making real- life connection, and 

arranging question -answer sessions. Lastly, in the last question of finding students 

perception when they write essay or paragraph in the Writing classes. They evaluated and it 

was found that students face difficulties regarding lack of vocabulary, making mistakes, 

inadequate knowledge on grammar, spelling, sentence construction, lack of understanding. 

Also, students have positive preference about English writing class on learning through group 

work, different fun activities, role play activities. Also they feel positive when they can be 

able to write paragraph and essay without any mistakes. On  the other hand, they have 

negative preference on understanding the meaning, making mistakes, time limitation, 

untrained teachers.  

 

 

5.3 Group work: 

Group works play a vital role in both areas of teaching and learning. When teachers present 

group/peer work, learners can better identify problems because of collaboration. Group/peer 

work can be an effective way to improve writing skills. According to Menon (2016), 

group/peer works help learners to think about the content of study, and is also a great way to 

develop critical thinking and writing skills. Most of the teachers suggest that teachers need to 

apply collaborative writing, group work, group discussion, problem-solving tasks, concept 

mapping, peer editing, and brainstorming for promoting proper writing skills.  
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5.4 Teachers feedback:  

Feedback from the teacher is an important strategy to improve students‟ writing skills, 

helping them to better identify their errors. Learners make lots of mistakes such as in the 

areas of spelling, grammar, vocabulary and sentence construction. As such, they require 

constant feedback, primarily because after a while, they tend to forget about their mistakes. 

When the teacher provides feedback on grammar, vocabulary, spelling, and sentence making, 

they will be able to improve their writing skills.  

 

5.5 Institution: 

Survey results show that most of the schools give the teachers freedom to teach according 

their own strategies. 

 

5.6 Teacher-student interaction patterns:  

The results show that the teachers try to adjust their strategies according to learners‟ needs, 

activities and the context they are teaching in. While maintaining their authority, they also try 

to be as friendly and cooperative as possible. Their implementation of strategies changes 

according to the context and learners‟ goals. 

 

5.6 Teachers’ background:  

Teachers are able to understand the perspectives and needs of their students. Our secondary 

school teachers understand the flaws of following any particular strategy and try to address 
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the issue by adopting features of various strategies into a more cohesive whole. All the 

teachers were very co-operative and they teach in accordance with planning and preparation. 

 

5.7 Overview: 

Writing is an integral element in language. Teachers can develop writing skills by applying 

different effective teaching-learning strategies and structured formative assessments. They 

also need to provide appropriate feedback to every student. Unfortunately, a singular highly 

effective teaching-learning practice for developing writing skills is still far away (Rahman & 

Sarker, 2019).  

 

In the study, communication and playback of call recording were implementing in order to 

find new strategies to improve learners‟ writing skills. Students themselves need an inherent 

motivation for the overall learning process to be more effective. From the discussion, a 

number of strategies were identified to develop their writing skills. The findings suggest that 

learners can benefit more from more writing practice. In this case, regular practice and 

writing exercises are imperative for effective and successful writing skills. We know that 

students face challenges to think critically or to write something. As a response, instructors 

should apply new strategies in a systematic way so that the learners are able to improve. 

Teachers should include writing competitions as well as rewards in the form of prizes to 

motivate learners. This study not only suggested applying new strategies but also suggested 

the need for enrichment programs to empower both teachers and learners to improve their 

writing.         
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5. 8 Recommendations 

After analysing the results of the study, some strategies may be implemented so that students 

can be able to enhance their writing: 

● The patterns of teaching writing should begin with the pre -writing stage. Teachers  

need to develop learners  critical thinking as well as sentence construction; 

brainstorming. 

● Teachers need to provide different types of writing tasks and assignment.  

● Role play, group task, revision, editing,  co-operative learning, creative writing can be 

used to enhance the art of writing. 

● Reading skill can develop a learner‟s sense of organization and creativity in writing. 

● Regular focused practice in writing is imperative in improving the skill. 

● Emphasis must be placed on the use of dictionary to teach spelling and pronunciation. 

● Teachers should improve learner‟s motivation by providing fun activities and games. 

● Feedback is a crucial strategy to develop writing skills. 

● Teachers have to be very co-operative or friendly with students in the class. 

● Parents and stakeholders must be involved as well as teachers so that there is a better 

overall grasp on the situation. In doing so a more cohesive teaching and learning 

process can be discovered. 

● Moreover, education Administrators should add the trained teachers for teaching 

English writing because they need to know how to foster the writing strategies among 

the students of secondary level.  

● Also, class size should be exceed more than 30 students at secondary level so that 

teachers can concentrate on each students individually.  
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● Besides that, incorporating games and fun activities based on lessons or game based 

learning can be helpful for students to enjoy and learn at the same time. They feel 

intrinsically motivated when the teachers incorporate games and fun activities. So, 

teacher should keep a scope to incorporate games in the writing strategies.  
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Appendices 

Appendix: I 

Questions for teachers  

Interview note for the teacher: This interview is meant for a post-graduate thesis titled 

“Teaching Strategies for Developing Students’ English Writing Skills at the Secondary 

Level of Bangladesh”. Your answers will be strictly confidential and used only for the 

purpose of the research. Thank you for your cooperation.  

 

Section A: 

Name:  

Teaching experience (year/s):  

Teaching institution:  

 

Section B: 

1.  What kind of strategies do you follow for learners to improve their writing skills? 

2. How confident are you that promoting writing skills can be sustained by utilising 

these strategies?  

3. What is student's perception regarding the usefulness of these writing techniques?  

4. Why students face challenges to cope with writing skills?   

5. How do you overcome those challenges?   
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6. What your perception while you write an  essay, what was your feelings in the writing 

class? 
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Appendix A 

 

Teacher 1: 

Q1.  What kind of strategies do you follow for learners to improve their writing skills?  

The following response is taken from questionnaire no. 1 and the theme has been selected as 

“Strategies for teaching English writing ”. Vital categories are divided as codes. 

Theme:  Emergent codes 

  

Teachers‟ response 

Strategies for 

teaching English 

writing  

 

Creative writing and 

Intertextuality     

I try to communicate all students as much as I 

can. Then,  I apply different types of 

strategies for the objective of improvement. 

When I teach them paragraph or essay 

writing, first of all I give them different 

topics to choose from. Then I give them the 

chance to brainstorm, plan out mind maps, 

and draft. Also, I give them the chance to 

read because they can‟t write if they can‟t 

read. I think that helps learners to generate 

their ideas, while also helping them improve 

vocabulary and grammatical knowledge. 

Students are given problem-solving tasks, 

open/close ended questions, assignments, and 

even debate practice so that they can write 
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creativity   and come up with solutions. After 

finishing their drafts, I provide feedback. 

 

 

2.How confident are you that promoting writing skills can be sustained by utilizing these strategies.?  
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The following response is included from questionnaire no 2 and the theme has been selected 

as  sustainable strategies to improve writing skills.  

 

Theme:  Emergent codes Teachers Response  

Sustainable strategies to 

improve writing skills  

Group work help in gather 

information  

I am quite assure that by 

using these strategies good 

writing Skills will be 

sustained. For instance, when 

I apply group or pair work 

activities I think that this may 

make the learners serious 

about the class participation, 

they can gather information 

from others  and everyone 

tried to develop writing skills 

as well as it allows the 

learners to write 

collaboratively by combining 

the ideas which makes their 

writing more effective.  when 

I provide  group work low 

proficiency  students get 

more opportunity to practice 

communicative  grammar 
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activities with their peers. I 

think this is more sustainable 

strategy to improve learners 

writing skills.  
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Q3. What is the students' perception regarding the usefulness of these  writing 

techniques?  

The following response is included from questionnaire on 3 and the theme has been selected 

as “Students' perception  on teaching  writing techniques “ 

Theme: Emergent codes Teachers response  

Students' perception   on 

teaching  writing techniques 

Students liking  towards 

writing techniques 

When I apply different types of 

strategies students feels confidence 

in working freely also they become 

motivate  to learn lessons. They 

like   different fun activities, 

games, pictures ,group work  in the 

class. For instance, when I apply 

group or pair work they feel 

positive because they got an 

opportunity to apply their previous 

knowledge by sharing and 

exchanging their ideas with each 

others which increase their changes 

of writing. 
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Q 4: Why students face challenges to cope with writing skills?  

 

 

Theme:  Emergent code Teachers response  

Students face challenges during 

writing  

Inadequate knowledge on 

writing  

Students  feel hesitate and face 

different challenges when they 

write reports, dialogues , letters, 

composition,  paragraphs since 

they struggle to track down the 

right words, battle with the 

grammar structure, vocabulary, 

spelling, or may discover the 

accentuation troublesome. I 

think that most of the students of 

Government schools belong to 

unprivileged and illiterate 

background. Therefore, learners 

insufficient knowledge in 

English and inadequate English 

interaction surrounding creates 

an obstacle in English writing 

classes. They face challenges 

because of poor grammatical 

competence, generational ideas, 

lack of linguistic knowledge, 

lack of motivate.  
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Q5. How do you overcome those challenges?  

The following response is included from questionnaire no 5 and the theme has been “   

Theme :  

Overcoming challenges  

Emergent code: 

Organizing mixed learning 

techniques 

Teacher response  

I try to communicate with all the 

students as much as I can. Also 

,I suggest they Watch English 

movie, cartoons  to have 

exposure. I check their copies 

and marks on the errors on their 

final script. Sometimes, I 

provide different fun activities, 

apply open – ended and close -

ended questions,  ice breaking 

games, story writing, quizzes 

which helps them to overcome 

those challenges. Moreover, 

when I teach them essay or 

paragraph writing first of all 

students are given a topic, then 

they gather information about. 

Secondly they analyse it. At the 

last stage they express their 

thinking into written script. This 

strategy basically helps them to 

overcome obstacles.  
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Q6. What your perception while you   write an  essay?  What was your feelings  in the writing 

classes?  

 The following response is included from questionnaire on 6 and the theme have been selected as 

“Students attitude towards writing” 

Theme: Students attitude 

towards writing   

 

Emergent c 

Positive perception    

Teachers response  

I think  when learners write an 

essay they can generate ideas, it 

helps them to write well. 

Students feel delightful  because 

it helped them so much to write 

in a good way, easy way. At 

first, I  teach them how to think  

critically. Then they gather 

information and analyse it also 

make a final draft. So, it is 

actually exciting when they 

write essay without any errors.  

   

   

 

Teacher 2: 

Question 1.  What kind of strategies do you follow for learners to improve their writing skills?  

 

The following response is contained from questionnaire  no 1 and the theme has been selected as “ 

Strategies for teaching English writing ”. Vital categories are divided as codes. 
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Theme : strategies for teaching 

English writing  

Emergent code Teacher response  

 Group discussion /co-operative 

learning  

I ask the learners to write the 

tentative points and think over 

them and write. Alternatively, I 

often ask the learners to read 

some paragraphs/essays and 

reproduce them in their own 

language to be corrected/edited 

by me. Some of the time in class 

I try to keep different types of 

games like ice breaking games,  

Small Group competition, group 

discussion which helps students 

learn to think from the point of 

view of a subject discussion by 

giving them the practice of 

thinking.  

 

 

Q 2:  How confident are you that promoting writing skills can be sustained by utilising these 

strategies?   

The following response is included from questionnaire no 2 and the theme has been selected as 

“sustainable strategies to improve writing skill“ 
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Theme :Sustainable strategies 

to improve writing skills  

Emergent code  Teacher response  

 Knowing own weakness through 

feedback   

 I ask them submit the 

assignments and I mark the 

mistakes and discuss them 

while I give the feedback. 

These strategies is very 

effective way to correct 

mistakes and enable students 

to learn from their mistakes. I 

think by  providing feedback 

low proficiency learners get 

more opportunity to identify 

their mistakes. So, this is 

sustainable strategy to 

improve learners  writing 

skills.  
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Q 3: what is student's perception regarding the usefulness of these writing strategies?  

 

The following response is included from questionnaire on 3 and the theme haws been selected as 

“ Students perception on teaching writing techniques” 

 Emergent code Teacher response  

Theme: Students perception 

on teaching writing techniques  

Face challenges in writing class   I usually follow individual tasks. 

Because it takes more time. I do 

not prefer pair work as they 

mistakes frequently but it 

becomes challenging to achieve 

accuracy because of time 

limitation. Sometimes, I could 

not listen all the students 

properly and correct their 

mistakes. Then students face 

challenges by utilizing group or 

pair work.  
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Q 4: Why students face challenges to cope with writing skills?  

The following response is included from questionnaire on 4 and the theme has been selected as, 

“Students face challenges during writing” 

 

Theme :Students face 

challenges during writing  

Emergent code  Teacher response  

 

 Lack of competence   At first ,I want to say that 

English is not our mother 

tongue but learners 

interference English with our 

mother tongue. Also, they 

learn English  according to 

GTM method, lack of well – 

developed vocabulary, lack 

of skill of comprehend when 

it comes to English. Also,  I 

think that they do not have 

basis of English.  
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Q 5. How do you overcome those challenges?  

The following response is included from questionnaire no 5 and the theme has been “  Overcoming 

Challenges” 

Theme :Overcoming 

Challenges  

 

Emergent code  

 

 

 

 

Teacher response  

 Organizing mixed learning 

techniques 

I think  co – operative/ 

collaborative learning is the 

most effective way to overcome 

obstacles. when I apply co -

operative  Learning strategy 

students can increase 

communicative skills as well a 

their language proficiency. Also, 

students get  more opportunities 

to practice the target language. It 

makes them familiar to work in 

a multicultural environment as 

well as it encourage them to 

appreciate different opinions of 

other.Also, writing workshop is 

more effective  to overcome 

challenges. 
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6.What your students perception while writing the essay, what was your feelings?  

 The following response is include from questionnaire on 6 and the theme have been selected as 

“Students attitude towards writing ” 

Theme :Students attitude 

towards writing ” 

 

Emergent code  

Fear of making mistakes  

 

Teacher response  

My experience is that they are 

scared to write more. Students 

may be unprepared and relucent 

because of inadequate 

knowledge on grammar, 

vocabulary, spelling, inadequate 

schooling experience which 

makes them fearful to make 

mistakes. They feel hesitate 

when they write essay or 

paragraph because they did  not 

know the basic grammar, 

sentence construction, topic 

sentence . For example, when a 

baby learning how to walk, he 

had to fall many times before he 

could walk. Learners also make 

mistakes before they could 

Write. In this case they should 

gain greater confidence in their 

emergent language skills. 
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Teacher 3: 

Question 1.  What kind of strategies do you follow for learners to improve their writing skills?  

The following response is contain from questionnaire  no 1 and the theme has been selected as “ 

strategies for teaching English writing ”. Vital categories are divided as codes. 

 

Theme :strategies for teaching 

English writing  

Emergent code   Teacher response  

 Quick writing practice and role 

play strategy    

Most of the time I apply quick 

writing strategy. Students are 

given a topic  with a time limit, 

usually 10-15 minutes, and 

instruct them not to erase or 

cross out text, to keep writing 

without stopping .I think that 

from their piece of quick 

writing, they can identify key 

ideas or interesting thoughts by 

underlining them. When, I 

wanted to Teach them dialogue I 

give them the scenario and then 

they do role playing here in the 

class after that I make them to 

write the same things what I 

asked them to do. 
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Q 2: How confident are you that promoting writing skills can be sustained by utilizing these 

strategies?  

The following response is include from questionnaire no 2 and the theme has been selected as 

“Sustainable strategies to improve writing skills “ 

 

 

Theme :sustainable strategies 

to improve writing skills  

Emergent code  Teacher response  

 Help to correct vocabulary and 

writing assignment 

I think that vocabulary is an 

important element in secondary 

language acquisition . when 

learners write essay or 

paragraph they do not have 

sufficient  vocabulary 

knowledge .I basically judge 

them on the basis of vocabulary 

features .so ,I provide feedback 

on the vocabulary 

,spelling,grammar so that they 

can be able to write any tasks or 

assignment. So, I am quite 

assure that by utilizing this 

strategy good writing skills will 

be sustained.  
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3.What is the students perception regarding the usefulness of these writing strategies?  

The following response is include from questionnaire on 3 and the theme has been selected as 

“Students’ perception on teaching writing techniques” 

 

Theme  Emergent code  Teacher response 

Students perception on teaching 

writing techniques  

Difficulties faced in writing 

class 

     I sometimes do not 

understand what the teacher is 

saying in English writing class 

.I can scared to ask again 

.Also ,I make mistakes to 

write essay,paragraph .I do 

not understand the meaning 

sometimes. 
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Q 4: Why students face challenges to cope with writing skills?  

The following response is included from questionnaire on 4 and the theme has been selected as “ 

Students face challenges during writing” 

 

 

Theme  Emergent code Teacher response  

Students face challenges 

during writing  

Lack of trained teacher  I think  most of the teachers do 

not use English when teaching 

learners. Also, they Teach them 

according to GTM method .  In 

this case students memorize  

grammatical structure. There are 

many teachers who are not  

Qualified or trained to teach 

subjects that they are teaching. I 

realise that  without trained 

teacher learners can not improve 

their writing skills as well as 

they  face challenges to write 

English. A qualified teacher paly 

an effective role to develop 

writing skills  

“A man without a purpose is like 

a ship without a rudder”  
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Q 5. How do you overcome those challenges?   

The following response is included from questionnaire no 5 and the theme has been selected as  “ 

Overcoming Challenges” 

Theme : overcoming 

challenges 

 

Emergent code 

 

Teacher response  

 Utilizing  group work  and 

writing practice  

I think  group work helps in 

assistance to each other by 

sharing knowledge .students are 

more motivated to communicate 

,also they got an opportunity to 

speak up .Sometimes learners 

are feel irritated  ,worried, 

anxious  about  making mistakes 

in front of others. By doing 

group work they can interact 

with others and feel relaxed. 

Group work activities has many 

benefits though certain 

challenges encounter to 

implement the activity 

successfully. Also, Students are 

given different writing tasks, 

assignment so that they can be 

able to overcome challenges  
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6.What  your perception while you write an essay?  What was your feelings in the writing 

classes?  

The following response is include from questionnaire on 6  and the theme have been selected as “ 

Students attitude towards writing”  

Theme: Students attitude 

towards writing  

 

Emergent code  

Struggle to track down the right 

words  

 

 

Teacher response 

When I ask them to write 

English essay they face many 

difficulties because they do not 

have sufficient knowledge on 

grammar, vocabulary, spelling. 

Students get trouble with 

grammatical mistakes, 

vocabulary. These feelings 

seems to make them 

demotivated in writing.  

Students need to develop critical 

thinking as well as sentence 

construction, also need to 

emphasized on the use of 

dictionary to learn vocabulary. 

While students write sentence 

with subject – verb, Agreement, 

pronouns, tense, preposition, 

article, then they  struggle to 

track down the right words.  
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Teacher 4: 

Question 1.  What kind of strategies do you follow for learners to improve their writing skills?  

The following response is contain from questionnaire  no 1 and the theme have been selected as “ 

strategies used by teachers”. Vital categories are divided as codes. 

 

 

Theme: Strategies used by 

teachers 

Emergent code  Teacher response  

 Co-operative learning and 

feedback  

Regularly I assign brief topic-

based tasks in my classes. For 

the large classes, I make 

groups of 4/5 students and I 

check one‟s tasks from each 

group. The choice of one 

from each group varies from 

day to day. Sometimes I ask 

group members to analyse 

and check one another write 

ups. Finally, I recheck their 

copies which help them 

rectify their mistakes. . 
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Q 2: How confident are you that promoting writing skills can be sustained by utilizing these 

strategies?  

The following response is include from questionnaire no 2 and the theme has been selected as 

“Sustainable strategies to improve writing skills “ 

 

Theme : Sustainable strategies 

to improve writing skills  

Emergent code  Teacher response  

 Knowing own mistakes through 

feedback  

I ask the students to present 

group wise tasks and I give 

feedback through screen 

sharing, sharing comments 

and corrections in the chat 

box. I think that group work 

help learners cohesive, build 

relationship with each others, 

and evaluate the opinions of 

others. Also, by utilising 

these strategy students get the 

opportunity for presenting 

new information and they are 

automatically motivated. So, I 

certain  that this strategy is 

sustainable for promoting 

writing skills.  
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Q3 : What is the students perception regarding the usefulness of these writing strategies?  

The following response is included from questionnaire on 3 and the theme has been selected “ 

students perception towards writing techniques” 

 

Theme Emergent code  Teacher response  

Students perception towards 

writing techniques  

Students liking about English 

writing techniques 

 

After my lecture on the 

selected topics, I provide 

some samples on them. Then 

in light with the samples I ask 

them to write through the 

techniques of brainstorming 

and gathering ideas. They feel 

happy when they can write 

essay or paragraph by 

generating ideas. They make 

connection with real life 

situation so as to enhance 

their critical thinking. They 

discuss with their peers and I 

encourage them to be 

reflective.  
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Q 4: Why students face challenges to cope with writing skills?  

The following response is included from questionnaire on 4 and the theme has been selected as 

“Students face challenges during writing” 

 

 

Theme Emergent code  Teacher response  

Students face challenges 

during writing  

Inadequate knowledge  When I teach writing English 

they face several  challenges. 

The absence of adequate 

vocabulary has made the 

learners face difficulties in 

gaining composing  ability. 

Students are battling with 

spelling. They are really 

struggling or they are not 

coping, firstly  they do not have 

basis of English. That‟s why 

they face challenges.  
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Q 5. How do you overcome those challenges?  

The following response is included from questionnaire no 5 and the “ Overcoming challenges “ 

 

Theme Emergent code 

Provide Feedback  

 

 

Teacher response  

 I usually carry out the 

following: promote interaction 

among students by giving them 

topic to discuss in a group. I ask 

open -ended questions, I 

encourage them to be reflective 

and I give them topics related 

with real – life problems. I also 

introduce  writings of other 

critical thinkers . At last, I 

Provide feedback which makes 

learners aware of the mistakes 

that they have made.  

 Overcoming challenges 
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Q 6: What your perception while write an essay?  What was your feelings in the writing classes?  

 The following response is include from questionnaire on 6 and the theme have been selected as “ 

students attitude towards writing” 

 

Theme:  

 

Emergent code  Teacher response  

I think grammar plays an 

significant  elements for 

effective writing skills. When I 

ask them essay writing students 

get in trouble with grammatical 

mistakes and worried about their 

ability in choosing and 

organizing words to produce 

sentences. Most of the time 

students use the word without 

understanding the structure of 

grammar.  

Students attitude towards 

writing  

Struggle to cope with writing   
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Teacher 5: 

Question 1.  What kind of strategies do you follow for learners to improve their writing skills?  

The following response is contained  from questionnaire  no 1 and the theme has been selected as “ 

Strategies for teaching English writing ”. Vital categories are divided as codes. 

 

Theme  Emergent code Students  response  

Strategies for teaching English 

writing  

Feedback  and revising  Brainstorming for ideas and 

providing interactive tasks to 

initiate writing. I think that 

creative writing refers to 

inventive tasks like essay 

writing , paragraph writing, 

which sponsors effective writing 

through self-discovery. So, most 

of the time teachers  provide us 

different writing tasks. Also, 

they  encouraged us to read the 

task otherwise without reading 

we could  not write. Then, we 

utilize our earlier knowledge  in 

the  Writing activities and 

distinguish  writing  abilities, 

information  what we have to 

know. We   make a final draft 

from our own words.  Then we 

read what we have written 
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again. We replace the dead 

words or unclear words and 

evaluate our works with fellow 

mates. Then   teachers provide 

feedback  on grammar, 

punctuation, spelling and 

motivate us to become a best 

writers. 
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Q 2: How confident are you that promoting writing skills can be sustained by utilising these 

strategies?   

The following response is included from questionnaire no 2 and the theme has been selected as 

“sustainable strategies to improve writing skills “ 

                                        

Theme sustainable strategy to 

improve writing skills  

Emergent code Students response  

 Creative writing helps to 

generate ideas  

I think creative writing  strategy 

is an instructional method that 

helps us  to think critically, also 

we can discuss our problem with 

each others  and what we 

actually want to know. When 

teacher  apply  this strategy we 

can learn vocabulary, grammar, 

spelling which can increase or 

regenerate motivation. So, I 

confident that these strategy is 

very important part of the 

writing process to improve our 

writing skills.  
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3.what is the students perception regarding the usefulness of these writing techniques?  

The following response is include from questionnaire on 3 and the theme has been selected “ 

Students perception on teaching writing techniques” 

Theme  Emergent code Students response  

Students perception on 

teaching writing techniques  

Students liking about writing 

techniques 

 At first ,teacher gave us  a topic 

to gather information ,then we  

analyse information from text, 

or by questioning the context. At 

last, we express our critical 

thinking within the genre of 

writing. This strategy helps us  

to generate ideas as well as 

improve writing skills. We  feel 

excited in using writing to 

generate ideas. But I do not like 

group work because it takes 

more time and we do not get 

opportunity individually. 
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Q 4: Why students face challenges to cope with writing skills?  

The following response is included from questionnaire on 4 and the theme has been selected as “ 

students face challenges during writing” 

 

Theme  Emergent code Students  response  

Students face challenges 

during writing  

Limitation of English writing 

classes  

In the writing classes we are 

unable to finish our writing tasks 

because of time limitation . 

Also, teacher could not check 

our copies within a short time. 

Because of that many things 

remain to be learned in our 

studies. For this reason, We face 

difficulties to cope with writing.  
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Q 5. How do you overcome those challenges? 

The following response is included from questionnaire no 5 and the theme has been selected“  

Overcoming Challenges” 

 

Theme  Emergent code Students response  

Overcoming challenges Provide feedback  I believe that feedback is a 

integral part of  teaching English 

writing. When teacher gave us 

feedback we gradually get to 

know the difference between 

what is correct and incorrect in 

the writing process. Also, I 

assure that teachers feedback 

helps us to achieve considerable 

development. Otherwise, 

feedback concentrates on almost 

every aspect of language 

elements. In this case, we can 

overcome those obstacles to 

cope with writing.  
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Q6 : What your perception while you write an essay?  What was your feelings in the writing 

classes?   

 The following response is include from questionnaire on 6 and the theme have been selected as  “ 

Students attitude towards writing”  

Theme  Emergent code Students response  

When I write an essay I feel 

delightful because I can write 

the sentence without mistakes. 

Our teachers are very co- 

operative. They taught us how to 

generate ideas to write an  essay 

or paragraph. Also taught us 

sentence construction, 

grammatical structure. So, I can 

write essay creatively with my 

own words.  

Students attitude towards 

writing  

Cheerful appearance   
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Teacher 6: 

Question 1.  What kind of strategies do you follow for learners to improve their writing skills?  

The following response is contain from questionnaire  no 1 and the theme have been selected as “ 

Strategies used by teachers”. Vital categories are divided as codes. 

     

Theme  Emergent code  Students   response  

Strategies used by teachers Creative writing   At first, teacher gave us  a topic 

to write a story.  Then we gather 

information from different 

Sources. By this way they can 

learn vocabularies, phrase and 

idioms.  At the second step they 

Analyse the information. 

Finally, they generate their ideas 

and express their thought that 

helps them to develop their 

critical thinking. I basically 

follow this strategy to develop 

their Writing skills. 
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Q 2 How confident are you that promoting writing skills  can be sustained by utilising these 

strategies?    

The following response is include from questionnaire no 2 and the theme has been selected as 

“sustainable strategies to improve writing skills  

Theme  Emergent code  Students  response  

Sustainable strategies to 

improve writing skills  

Peer editing helps to sharing 

ideas with others 

 For correcting  errors I prefer to 

peer editing. Because of that we 

can assess and improve our 

writing. Peer feedback motivate 

us to learn something new from 

our  partners. Peer feedback  

helps us  to engaging in the 

process of sharing ours ideas 

and receiving as well as 

offerings a formative feedback 

and suggestions for promoting a 

piece of writing. We can 

communicate with each other 

effectively and accept different 

view while listening carefully 

,thinking critically, and 

participation constructively, also 

makes positive attitude towards 

learners. So, I think  this 

strategy is good for promoting 

writing skills.  
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Q3: What is the students perception regarding the usefulness of these writing techniques?  

The following response is include from questionnaire on 3 and the theme have been selected as “ 

Students perception towards teaching  writing techniques” 

Theme :  Emergent code  Students response  

Students perception towards 

teaching writing techniques  

Feeling positive    Teachers  basically provide 

more opportunity  for practising 

Writing, revising as well as 

thinking. On the other hand 

teachers  provide feedback, 

different fun activities, games,  

discussions, tutoring  in 

developing our  critical thinking 

and communicative competence. 

All of above these strategies are 

chosen according to ours need. 

We can rectify our mistakes and 

we develop our writing skills. 

It‟s very pleasure to us. 
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Q 4:Why students face challenges to cope with writing skills?  

The following response is include from questionnaire on 4 and the theme have been selected as 

“Students face challenges  during writing” 

 

Theme  Emergent code  Teacher response  

Students face challenges 

during writing  

Inadequate development in 

initial Stage  

Students face difficulties in 

English writing. I think that 

most of the learners are unable 

to use grammar, vocabulary, 

spelling properly. Learners do 

not get the proper production on 

writing skills from early stage. 

Inadequate development from 

the initial stage those are the big 

problems to cope with writing.   
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Q 5.How do you overcome those challenges?  

The following response is included from questionnaire no 5 and the theme has been selected“  

overcoming Challenges ? 

 

 

Theme: Overcoming  challenges Emergent code Students response  

 Provide peer work  Peer work is the most significant 

way to improve our  writing 

skills. Teachers always starts the 

class with a vocabulary pair 

activities where we can  discuss 

our  partner in order to define 

the vocabularies. Group work 

makes us  familiar to work in a 

multicultural environment. 

Collaborative tasks or group 

work helps us to enhance our 

interpersonal relationships as 

well as makes us  confident 

about own writing.   I think that 

by following this strategy we 

can overcome our challenges.  
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6.  What your perception while you write  an essay?  What was your feeling in the writing 

essay? 

The following response is included from questionnaire on 6 and the theme has been selected as  “ 

students attitude towards writing” 

 

Theme:  

Students attitude towards 

writing  

Emergent code  

Fear of making mistakes  

 

 

 

 

Students    response 

Lake of vocabulary knowledge 

makes Writing difficulties 

which occurs during classroom 

activities.  By having extremely 

restricted information in 

grammar, we feel nervousness 

to compose sentence with the 

correct language structures. 

Error correction   
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Teacher 7: 

Question 1.  What kind of strategies do you follow for learners to improve their writing skills?  

The following response is contain from questionnaire  no 1 and the theme have been selected as “ 

Strategies for teaching English writing ”. Vital categories are divided as codes. 

 

Theme Emergent code  Teacher response  

 Strategies for teaching 

English  writing  

Feedback / peer feedback   I always try to provide instant 

feedback, so that they can 

rectify their mistakes, for 

instance I focus on grammar, 

vocabulary, spelling. They are 

effective but differs for different 

students. Though they can't fix 

all the errors but that is OK for  

their level. I believe they will 

learn gradually by practicing. 

Some weak students take more 

time to fix their errors but I keep 

correcting. Sometimes, I apply 

peer feedback to rectify learners 

mistakes. It's very effective 

writing strategy I think because 

most of the students feel 

hesitated with engage me.  
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Q2 : How confident are you that promoting writing skills can be sustained by utilising these 

strategies?  

The following response is include from questionnaire no 2 and the theme has been selected as “ 

sustainable strategies to improve writing skills  

 

Theme :Sustainable strategies 

to improve writing skills  

Emergent code  

Help to negotiate meaning with 

peers  

Teacher response 

 I ask them to write essay, 

paragraph. Then they eventually 

make a final draft and that will 

undergo final revision and 

editing. They check their papers 

and discuss with their partners. 

Students replace the dead words 

then I provide guidance and 

facilities. Because of that they 

can rectify their mistakes also I 

motivated them to become a 

good writer. I think that when I 

apply this strategy students can 

get the opportunities to evaluate 

their  work with their mates. 

Sometimes, they feel nervous 

interact with teachers.  
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Q3:  What is the students perception regarding the usefulness of these writing techniques?  

The following response is included from questionnaire on 3 and the theme has been selected as 

“Students‟ perception towards teaching writing techniques” 

 

 

Theme Emergent code  Teacher response 

Students perception towards 

teaching writing techniques  

Feeling comfortable  I think creating  space for 

students to ask questions is a 

great way to foster critical 

thinking ability. I think choosing 

strategies depends on need 

analysis of the students. If a 

student is a slow learner, I 

encourage other students the 

help him or her. I make learning 

circle in my class based on 

students of different 

competences so that the learning 

gap can be met. Students 

become happy when they can 

achieve their learning needs  
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Q4:  Why students face challenges to cope with writing skills?  

The following response is include from questionnaire on 4 and the theme have been selected as “ 

Students face challenges during writing” 

 

Theme Emergent code  Teacher response 

Students face challenges 

during Writing  

Lack of learners affiance  When I give them to do 

homework, they don't do their 

homework. They will copy from 

others. I ask them to do group 

work, they enjoy it ,But they 

waste a lot of time on that. Also, 

some of them do not participate 

in their groups because of 

shyness. On the other hand, 

most of the students don't come 

in to classes so they miss out on 

those lessons. In this case, they 

face challenges to cope with 

writing.  
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Q5:.How do you overcome those challenges?  

The following response is included from questionnaire no 5 and the “  overcoming challenges 

 

Overcoming challenges Emergent code  Teacher response 

 Provide guidelines  In order to overcome challenges 

I think that I have to pay more 

attention to teach writing such 

as giving guidelines and 

feedback. When they will get 

Proper guidelines students will 

be moving forward to produce a 

good piece of writing. Students 

are having trouble with 

grammar because of they have 

limited knowledge in grammar. 

By providing guidelines and 

feedback learners can identify 

their mistakes. Next time they 

will not do any mistakes.  
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Q6: What your perception while you write an essay?  What was your feeling?  

 as The following response is include from questionnaire on 6 and the theme have been selected as 

“Students attitude towards writing” 

 

Theme Emergent code  Teacher response 

Students attitude towards 

writing  

Struggle to track down the right 

words  

When I ask them to write essay 

or paragraph  they are unable to 

write because of poor Grammar, 

poor spelling, students readiness 

and lack of exposure to book 

and reading materials. In order 

to improve writing skills more 

attention should be given by a 

teacher to teach writing such as 

giving guidance and feedback.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 


